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Chapter 5
Pollutants in the Product Species

A more complete product list for a combustion system involving hydrocarbons and air
should include the pollutants NO and CO.  Inclusion of these pollutants in the product species
will not usually affect the flame temperature estimate significantly.  For most operating
conditions, NO concentrations are usually on the order of 1%, though CO can be as high as 10%.
Pollutant emissions, however, are measured in parts per million (PPM), and even species whose
concentrations are much less than 1% are of concern.

Having noted that NO occurs in small concentrations, it is understandable that when
solving for PPM, the calculated equilibrium product composition is only meaningful if the model
itself is accurate.  If air, for instance, is modeled simply as

0.21O2 + 0.79 N2,

the products with mole concentrations less than 3% may vary significantly from a model that
uses,

0.2094O2 + 0.7807N2 + 0.00937Ar + 0.00032CO2.

NO formation is a rate controlled process.  Stone [1993] and others have shown that
actual NO concentrations tend to be higher than predicted by equilibrium thermodynamics.
Nevertheless, Ramos [1989] and others have shown that for the conditions in a spark ignition
engine, equilibrium thermodynamics may be used to give a good approximation of NO emissions
concentrations.

In this chapter, VTEC will be used as an alternative to measuring emissions
concentrations directly.  Pollutant emissions concentrations will be predicted as functions of both
flame temperature and equivalence ratio.  The results are intended only to demonstrate how
VTEC can be used to estimate of pollutant concentrations prior to experimental measurements.

5.1  Octane

Most gasoline mixtures used in internal combustion engines have an octane content on the
order of 90% [Stone, 1993].  For this reason, pure octane will be used in a VTEC model to
estimate pollutant formation in burnt gases coming from a spark ignition engine.  Estimates will
be made over a range of flame temperatures from 500 to 3000K and at three equivalence ratios.
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The correlation between flame temperature and NO formation will be examined first by
constraining the reaction at one atmosphere over a range of temperatures.  The reaction is
modeled as,

FC8H18+A(0.2094)O2+A(0.7807)N2+A(0.00937)Ar+A(0.00032)CO2  →  Products

where F is the number of moles of the fuel, octane; and A is the number of moles of air.  These
mole values are calculated for three values of the equivalence ratio, defined as,

Φ =
F

A
F

A Stoich
where F/AStoich = 0.066091

Φ = 0.75

Φ = 1.00

Φ = 1.25.

Plotted results of VTEC output data are in Figure 5.1.  Note that for temperatures over 2500K,
the relationship between NO concentration and temperature can be modeled as linear.
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FIGURE 5.1  Percent NO of total emissions versus temperature for octane combustion with air.

As noted earlier, NO formation is a function of equivalence ratio.  An equivalence ratio at
which pollutant emissions are minimized can be found by leaving the flame temperature
unconstrained and using VTEC to vary the equivalence ratio, Φ.  Figure 5.2 shows predicted
emissions of NO and CO.
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FIGURE 5.2  Emissions trends versus equivalence ratio for octane combustion with air

Figure 5.2 illustrates that while NO emissions may be reduced by operating either very
rich or very lean, CO emissions can be reduced only by operating in the lean regime.  This,
according to Stone [1993] and Schoeppel [1971], is at the cost of power output.  An optimum
operating level would probably be near Φ = 0.7.  Alternative fuels can be investigated in a similar
manner to see if their particular pollutant emissions can be reduced.

5.2  Methane

Natural gas was proposed as an alternate fuel for internal combustion engines in the
1970’s.  For convenience, pure methane will be assumed here.  The reaction,

FCH4 + A(0.2094)O2 +A(0.7807) N2 + A(0.00937)Ar + A(0.00032)CO2  →  Products
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will be simulated for three equivalence ratios:

Φ =
F

A
F

A Stoich
where F/AStoich = 0.058012

Φ = 0.75

Φ = 1.00

Φ = 1.25

Figure 5.3 shows the correlation between temperature and NO emissions concentrations
predicted by VTEC for methane combustion with air.
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FIGURE 5.3  Percent NO of total emissions versus temperature for methane combustion with air

NO emissions for methane exhibit the same strong dependence on flame temperature as
did octane, with little or no reduction in concentration.  To see if there is a more desirable
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operating point using methane than was found for octane, we will examine the pollutant
formation plotted against equivalence ratio in Figure 5.4.
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FIGURE 5.4  Emissions trends versus equivalence ratio for methane combustion with air

It is evident from Figure 5.4 that methane provides a marginal improvement in pollutant
emissions over octane.  At the stoichiometric equivalence ratio, the emissions of both NO and
CO are reduced over octane.  An optimum operating point would still probably be Φ = 0.7.
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5.3  Hydrogen

The wide flammability limits of hydrogen allow an engine using it as a fuel to operate over
a wide range of air-fuel ratios [Shoeppel, 1971].  When this benefit is coupled with the fact that
carbon monoxide formation is negligible in hydrogen combustion with air, hydrogen becomes an
attractive possible fuel source for internal combustion engines.  If operated in the lean region, the
flame temperature can be controlled to meet design criteria and NO emissions can be minimized.
The reaction is modeled as,

FH2 + A(0.2094)O2 + A(0.7807) N2 + A(0.00937)Ar + A(0.00032)CO2  →  Products .

Three equivalence ratios will be examined,

Φ =
F

A
F

A Stoich
where, F/AStoich = 0.02916

Φ = 0.75

Φ = 1.00

Φ = 1.25.

The dependence of NO on flame temperature is plotted in Figure 5.5.
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FIGURE 5.5  Percent NO of total emissions versus temperature hydrogen combustion with air

Figure 5.5 shows that NO formation from hydrogen combustion also shows a same strong
dependence on flame temperature as it did with the other fuels, though the concentrations are
slightly less.
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FIGURE 5.6  Emissions trends versus equivalence ratio for hydrogen

In Figure 5.6, we see that carbon monoxide emissions, while exhibiting a similar trend in
formation as with octane and methane combustion, are probably negligible (note the scale of
Figure 5.6 versus Figures 5.4 and 5.2).  These calculated pollutant emissions concentrations
correspond well with measurements done by Schoeppel [1971].  Product compositions predicted
by VTEC also give a very good approximation to those measured by Schoeppel at similar
conditions.

5.4  Summary

While this chapter was not intended to be an in-depth look at pollutant emissions of
various fuels, it does show how VTEC can be used to credence to a rule of thumb found by
Glassman [1977] and others in the literature:  “any temperature above 1800°K gives sufficient
NO to be of concern.” VTEC is a useful tool for getting initial estimates of pollutant
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concentrations in the product species because of its ability to select products from a
comprehensive list of possibilities.  It can be used to screen potential fuel candidates and allow
efforts in the lab to be concentrated on the most promising finalists.  Lastly, VTEC can be used
to demonstrate trends that would otherwise require numerous laboratory measurements.
VTEC’s usefulness in identifying trends will also be the focus of the following chapter where it
will be used in a parametric study involving flame temperature.
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Chapter 6
Effect of Equivalence Ratios on Flame Temperature

The temperature achieved from the combustion of a given set of reactants in an adiabatic
chamber with no work or changes in kinetic or potential energy is the adiabatic flame
temperature.  In Chapter 4, we were able to calculate an estimate for the adiabatic flame
temperature only after the equilibrium product mixture was known.  In general, the adiabatic
flame temperature is at a maximum when fuels and oxidants are in stoichiometric quantities.
Usually, excess fuel acts as a thermal sink in a combustion reaction having heat capacity but not
positively contributing to the total energy release [Edwards, 1977].  In actuality, many
combustion systems achieve their highest flame temperature with fuel rich mixture ratios.

The ERATIO option in VTEC is a convenient way to designate relative amounts of fuels
and oxidants.  The user may specify up to 15 values of the equivalence ratio for a given set of
reactants.  In combustion calculations, the variation of flame temperature with oxidant to fuel
ratios are of interest [Glassman, 1977].  In this chapter, flame temperature will be plotted against
equivalence ratio for combustion of four fuels.  From these, we can see if VTEC will predict that
the maximum flame temperature will occur with fuel rich mixture ratios.

6.1  Methane

In Chapter 4 we saw that when methane and oxygen are combusted in stoichiometric
proportions (Φ = 1), the adiabatic flame temperature predicted by VTEC is 3050K (Sections 4.2
- 4.3).  Figure 6.1 is a plot of the flame temperature predicted by VTEC for the combustion of
methane with diatomic oxygen over a range of equivalence ratios at one atmosphere.  At Φ = 1,
the flame temperature is 3050K as was calculated in Chapter 4, but this is not the maximum.  
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FIGURE 6.1  Flame temperatures of methane combustion with oxygen versus equivalence ratio

In Figure 6.1, we see that the maximum flame temperature achievable from the
combustion of methane with oxygen is actually at Φ = 1.1.  Had the products been limited to
H2O, CO2, and O2, not only would the flame temperature estimate been high, the maximum
adiabatic flame temperature would occur at Φ = 1.  The temperature peak can occur to the right
of stoichiometric because in a slightly underoxidized system, the specific heat of the products is
reduced and thus the flame temperature is increased [Glassman, 1977].  To accurately predict
flame temperature behavior with equivalence ratio, it is therefore, necessary to have a complete
list of products.

6.2  Octane
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As we discussed in Chapter 5, NO emissions are strongly correlated to flame
temperature.  In Section 5.1, we noted that to reduce emissions of both NO and CO, an engine
using octane as a fuel would have to operate fuel-lean.  This will correspond to a lower flame
temperature (hence, lower NO emissions) than that resulting from a stoichiometric mixture.
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FIGURE 6.2  Flame temperatures of octane combustion with air versus equivalence ratio

From Figure 6.2, we can see that using air as an oxidant moves the maximum flame
temperature to the left.  We can also see the diluting effect nitrogen has on the flame temperature,
causing it to drop over 800 degrees.

Using VTEC to perform a parametric study like this is not a substitute for lab
measurements, but it does offer a sound prediction of what trends we might expect to see in data.
In the case of using hydrogen as a fuel in the next section, setting up a hydrogen burning engine
could be very difficult.  Using VTEC to predict flame temperature behavior ahead of time can
help determine if it is worthy of further consideration as a fuel.
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6.3  Hydrogen

Both of the fuels considered in this chapter thus far have had temperature peaks on the
fuel-rich side of stoichiometric.  Figure 6.3 shows this is not the case for hydrogen, a fuel
commonly used in rocket propulsion and once considered for use in internal combustion engines.
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FIGURE 6.3  Flame temperatures of hydrogen combustion with oxygen versus equivalence ratio

As mentioned earlier, hydrogen has wide flammability limits which allow for combustion
in very lean and rich regimes.  Because of this, varying the equivalence ratio in a hydrogen fueled
engine is one way of controlling flame temperature.

Flame temperature control is important not only for pollutant emissions reduction, but
also for metallurgical design considerations.  In the next section, acetylene’s flame temperature
behavior is of interest not because it is a potential internal combustion fuel but because of its role
in metal working.
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6.4  Acetylene

In Figure 6.4, we see one reason acetylene is preferred to other common hydrocarbon
fuels for welding and metal cutting applications.
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FIGURE 6.4  Flame temperatures of acetylene combustion with oxygen versus equivalence ratio

Acetylene has a flame temperature about 300° higher than other hydrocarbon fuels over
the entire range of equivalence ratios.  From Figure 6.4 that acetylene peaks well to the right of
stoichiometric at Φ = 1.7.  In welding, for example, a fuel rich mixture is used to prevent
oxidation.  In metal cutting, the mixture is fuel lean to burn as well as melt [Stone, 1993].
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6.5  Summary

Figure 6.5 is a composite of Figures 6.1 through 6.4 and illustrates well the phenomena of
having the maximum flame temperature occur in fuel rich systems.  It also clearly shows why
acetylene is a suitable choice for metal working.
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FIGURE 6.5  Flame temperature trends for four fuels.

This chapter was a demonstration of how VTEC can be used to facilitate parametric
studies.  There are many variables that influence a combustion reaction, and the speed with which
VTEC performs chemical equilibrium calculations makes it ideal for investigating their influence.
Of interest here was the equivalence ratio and its influence on flame temperature trends.  In
addition to running problems over a range of mixture ratios, however, VTEC can be used to
investigate the influence of temperature, pressure and density.  
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

A scientific software package is at its best when it provokes the user into exploring
problems out of curiosity that otherwise would have been seen as too tedious.  If the software is
easy enough to use then in a learning environment, solving an assigned problem will become a
starting point for looking into other, unassigned problems.  VTEC is a keyboard interactive, user-
friendly code that is particularly suited for such a teaching / learning environment.

One important caveat is that an easy to use software package can also encourage
complacency.  If the results of the program are accepted without thought as to whether they are
reasonable, then not only would the user deprive himself of a greater understanding of the
phenomena that VTEC is modeling, but he may inadvertently accept results arising from
erroneous or inaccurate input.  In addition to a basic understanding of the minimization of free
energy which VTEC uses to solve equilibrium problems, the user should be familiar with other
techniques for solving equilibrium problems (see Section 2.2 and Chapter 4).  These
approximations can be used to check the results VTEC produces.  If a reactant in an equilibrium
problem is not in the database, the method of equilibrium constants may be the only way to find
the equilibrium composition.

VTEC is well suited to meet the objectives of chemical equilibrium modeling outlined in
Chapter 1.  The first objective is its ability to give good predictions of product compositions and
thermodynamic properties in complex chemical reactions.  Examples of equilibrium problems that
can be simulated easily using VTEC were given in Chapter 4.  Secondly, VTEC can be used as an
alternative to (or a guide in the design of) experiments involving chemical equilibrium.  This was
illustrated in Chapter 5 where pollutant emissions were predicted for various conditions.  Lastly,
VTEC can be used to identify trends and to establish the influence of individual parameters in
chemical equilibrium problems.  As an example of this, flame temperature was calculated for
combustion of four fuels over a range of equivalence ratios in Chapter 6.

Though VTEC was designed with general thermodynamics or combustion studies in mind,
it can be easily tailored to specific applications within chemical equilibrium by adding to the
thermochemical database.  Data on hydrocarbons, cryogenic fuels, or refrigerants can be added to
the JANAF tables for applications in alternative fuels, rocket propulsion, or refrigeration.  The
original NASA Lewis family of chemical equilibrium codes have endured in industry and
academia because they have been adapted to meet specific needs of the users.  In some fields,
they are still the benchmark for thermo-chemical software despite a proliferation of other
equilibrium solvers.
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7.1  Distribution

The Virginia Tech Equilibrium Chemistry Code (VTEC) can be obtained royalty-free
from the Mechanical Engineering Department at Virginia Tech.

VTEC

c/o Dr. F. J. Pierce

Department of Mechanical Engineering

VA Tech

Blacksburg, VA 24061-0238.
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Appendix A
Guide to Using VTEC

A.1  Input

VTEC can accept input from the user in two ways (see Figure A.1).  The user can create
an input file using the formatting rules listed in Table A.1, or the user can run the program in a
completely interactive mode, allowing VTEC to prompt for data necessary to run the program.

               VTEC
     Input Calculations Output

    Input              Read and Read thermo        Write

    text      interpret text database Write output        output

    file      file to screen        to text

Select species        file

     User enters

     input directly Perform iterations

FIGURE A.1  Data flow diagram for VTEC.

The easiest way to create an input file is to run VTEC and enter the problem information
within the program.  After the input has been entered, save the case.  VTEC will create a
properly formatted text file.  Input files may be loaded and then edited on the Input Page.  There
are four types of input the user can specify in the program.  Not all are necessary to run the
program.  
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1. REACTANTS information is needed for every case.  

2. The PROBLEM is described by a fixed thermodynamic state which must be specified for
each case. (For example, temperature and pressure, enthalpy and pressure, entropy and specific
volume, etc.)

3. VTEC will decide which product species should be considered unless the user specifies
the program to ONLY CONSIDER certain species or to OMIT SPECIES from consideration.

4. Other OPTIONS may be set for each case such as consideration of ionic species,  input
units, or specification of fuel to oxidant mixture ratios.

A sample input file is in Figure A.2.

FIGURE A.2  A sample input file showing four different types of input:  reactants, omit species,
problem type (namelist), and options.

A.1.1  REACTANTS

There are seven types of information found in the REACTANTS input.  The top portion
of Figure A.2 shows reactants data in a text file.

A.1.1.1  The chemical formula for each reactant in the form of an element and its corresponding
atomic coefficient

VTEC can handle up to 15 reactants and up to five elements in each reactant compound.

REACTANTS
C  1.0000H  4.0000    .0000    .0000    .000000   1.00000M       .000G  298.15F
N  2.0000    .0000    .0000    .0000    .000000    .78084M       .000G  298.15O
O  2.0000    .0000    .0000    .0000    .000000    .20948M       .000G  298.15O
AR 1.0000    .0000    .0000    .0000    .000000    .00937M       .000G  298.15O
C  1.0000O  2.0000    .0000    .0000    .000000    .00032M       .000G  298.15O

OMIT       CO2 CO

NAMELIST
TP
    500.00      1.000
    600.00       .000
    700.00       .000
.00       .000
OPTIONS
ERAT
 3
   .750   1.000   1.250
TRACE
 .000000E+00
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A.1.1.2  The relative amounts of each reactant, in mass or molar quantities

The ability to specify the relative amounts of reactant species in several different ways has been
preserved from the original code.  As with CEC76, the reactants may be specified the following
ways (see Gordon and McBride [1976]):

Number of moles
Mole fractions
Mole percent

Weight
Weight fraction
Weight percent.

In addition to specifying the reactants in terms of relative amounts of each species, the
reactants may be specified in terms of relative amounts of total fuels and total oxidants.  The
ratios of fuels to oxidants, called mixture ratios, are set in the OPTIONS section.  In problems
using mixture ratios, it is normal to specify the number of moles of fuels and oxidizers each to be
unity.  This is done in the REACTANTS section.  If mixture ratios are specified by the user,
VTEC will override the number of moles of each reactant in order to satisfy the specified mixture
ratio.

A.1.1.3  A designation of how the relative amounts are defined (“M” or blank)

Reactant quantities can be in terms of weight or moles.

A.1.1.4  In some cases, the reactant enthalpy

The enthalpy of the reactants is required for all HP problems and is automatically calculated from
the thermodynamic data unless otherwise specified by the user.  The user will need to specify
the enthalpy if the reactant species temperature is not in the range of the thermodynamic data.
The temperature range for each species is listed in the JANAF thermochemical database in
Appendix C.

A.1.1.5  The phase of the reactants

The phase of each reactant must be specified as some reactants in the database occur in both a
gaseous and condensed form.
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A.1.1.6  The temperatures of the reactants

The reactant temperature is used by the program to calculate the reactant enthalpy and density, if
not otherwise entered by the user.  Each reactant may be specified at a different temperature.
This allows the user to run cases where, for example, a fuel at standard temperature can be mixed
with an oxidant that has been preheated.  

A.1.1.7  Designation as fuel or oxidant (“F” or “O”)

If the user plans to specify the reactants in terms of mixture ratios, each reactant must be
designated with either a F or O for “fuel” or “oxidant” respectively.  If the user does not specify a
reactant as a fuel or oxidant, VTEC designates the reactants as a fuel.  This designation has no
effect unless mixture ratios are specified in the OPTIONS section.

TABLE A.1.  The formatting rules by which VTEC writes the reactants data to a text file.

Contents FORTRAN
Format

File Columns

1 Atomic symbol and formula number 5(A2,F7.4) to 45

2 Enthalpy calculation designator A2 to 47
3 Relative weight or number of moles F10.5 to 57

4 Blank if (2) is weight or M if (2) is number of moles A2 to 59

5 Enthalpy or internal energy, cal/mol F10.2 to 69

6 Phase of reactant:  S, L, or G for solid, liquid or gas,
respectively

A1 70

7 Temperature associated with enthalpy in (4) F8.2 to 78

8 “F” if fuel or “O” if oxidant A1 79
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A.1.2  PROBLEM TYPE

The chemical equilibrium compositions obtained by VTEC are based on the
thermodynamic state the user specifies.  The thermodynamic state essentially defines the type of
problem to be run.  The state is specified in the PROBLEM TYPE section of input.  As
mentioned earlier, there are six states which can be specified: tp, hp, sp, tv, uv, and sv.  Density
can be entered in place of specific volume.  The program can accommodate 26 values for each
problem type.

TABLE A.2  A description of the thermodynamic states that may be used to specify an
equilibrium problem and the default input units.

Problem Type User Specifies: Default Units
Temperature and Pressure
(TP)

(Number of temperatures) x
(Number of pressures)  ≤  26

°K, ATM

Enthalpy and Pressure (HP) Up to 26 different pressures
(Enthalpy is calculated by VTEC)

ATM

Entropy and Pressure (SP) One value of entropy, S0 and up
to 26 pressures

cal/(g)(°C)

Temperature and Volume
(or density) (TV)

(Number of temperatures) x
(Number of volumes)  ≤  26

°K, cm3/g,  (g/cm3)

Internal Energy and Volume
(or density) (UV)

Up to 26 different specific
volumes (Internal energy is
calculated by VTEC)

cm3/g,  (g/cm3)

Entropy and Volume (or
density) (SV)

One entropy, S0 and up to 26
volumes

cal/(g)(°C),  cm3/g,
(g/cm3)

Pressure may be entered in PSIA, mmHg, or Pascals if the corresponding option is
selected in the OPTIONS section.  Similarly, enthalpy and entropy may be entered in terms of KJ
or BTU’s if the appropriate options are selected.

A.1.3  OMIT SPECIES or ONLY CONSIDER
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When the reactants have been read by VTEC, the program fills an array with all of the
elements that make up the reactants.  VTEC then searches the thermodynamic database for all
species which have some combination of these elements and reads the corresponding regression
data for each species.  That the program can decide which product species should be considered
is a particular strength of VTEC.  The user is not without control over which species are
considered, however.  Two options allow for user input into the product species:  OMIT
SPECIES and ONLY CONSIDER.

A.1.3.1  Omit Species

If the user does not want certain species to be included in the product species, he  can omit them
from consideration by putting an OMIT designator in the input .  In VTEC, this simply means
listing the species to be omitted in the OMIT SPECIES box.  (See the sample input file in Figure
A.2 to see how species are omitted in the input file.)  When selecting possible product species
from the thermodynamic database, VTEC will not read any species which have been omitted.
For this reason, species designated to be omitted must be entered exactly as they appear in the
database.   A restriction to using the OMIT SPECIES option is that reactant species may not be
omitted from consideration.  If this happens, when the input is done and matrix calculations
begin, the program will terminate with the error message “Reactant n is not in thermo database.”

A.1.3.2  Only Consider

If the user has many species he wishes to omit, it may be easier to use the ONLY CONSIDER
option.  The user can designate which species are to be considered by using an ONLY designation
in the input file or using the ONLY CONSIDER box on the input page.  When reading the
thermodynamic database, VTEC will read only those species listed for consideration.  As with
the OMIT SPECIES option, species must be typed exactly as they appear in the database and
reactants must be included in the list of species to be considered.  Some foresight must be
exercised when using the ONLY CONSIDER option.  If not enough product species are listed for
consideration, it is possible for the flame temperature to be higher than the range allowed by the
thermodynamic database.  If this is the case, the program will terminate with the error message
“Temperature out of range of  thermo database”.

While OMIT SPECIES and ONLY CONSIDER are optional, they are also mutually
exclusive.  The program will not allow both options at the same.
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A.1.4  OPTIONS

The OPTIONS section allows the user to further tailor the program execution to his needs.
Options included in the program are listed in Table A.3.
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TABLE A.3  A list of the options available in VTEC and their functions.

Option Function Settings
NSQM Pressures in the problem block are in Newtons

per square meter (Pascals)
On or Off

PSIA Pressures in the Problem Block are in Pounds-
force per square inch

On or Off

MMHG Pressure units in the Problem Block are in
millimeters mercury

On or Off

ERATIO Relative amounts of reactants  designated as fuels
and oxidants are set in terms of equivalence ratio

On or Off.  If On, up to 15
equivalence ratios are set in
mixture array

OF Relative amounts of reactants designated as fuels
and oxidants are set in terms of oxidant to fuel
ratio

On or Off.  If On, up to 15
oxidant to fuel ratios are set
in mixture array.

FA Relative amounts of reactants designated as fuels
or oxidants are defined in terms of fuel to air ratio

On or Off.  If On, up to 15
fuel to air ratios are set in
mixture array.

FPCT Relative amounts of reactants designated as fuels
or oxidants are defined in terms of percent fuel

On or Off.  If On, up to 15
values of percent fuel are set
in mixture array.

IONS Ionic species will be considered in the products On or Off
TRACE Sets the smallest mole fraction to be displayed in

the products
On or Off.  If Off, default is
0.5x 10^-5.  User enters
value if On.

KJ’s Enthalpies and entropies in input are in terms of
kJ/kg and kJ/(kg)(K)

On or Off.

BTU’s Enthalpies and entropies in input are in terms of
Btu/lbm an Btu/(lbm)(K)

On or Off.

A.2  Running the Program

VTEC will not attempt to calculate the product species until the Reactants and the
Problem have been defined.  Once the user is done entering the input information into VTEC, the
products are calculated by pressing “D”.  The input information may be saved at this point.  If
the user does choose to save the file, an output file will be generated with the name of the saved
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file and a “*.out” extension.  If the user does not save the case, input will be saved anyway as
“LAST.RUN” and output will be saved as “LAST.OUT”.  In this way, the user may recover
input information even if it was not saved.

A.3  Output

As mentioned above, VTEC will always generate an output text file.  In addition, the
equilibrium compositions, flame temperatures, mixture ratios, and other considered products are
displayed in windows on the screen.  After the output has been displayed, the user may choose
to run the case again (perhaps so he can change a parameter and observe the results), run a new
case, or exit VTEC.


